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        This past year has been another period of change for O3! We are starting to see the light at
the end of the COVID-19 pandemic tunnel. I think I speak for the entire O3 community that it has
been a difficult two years, but we are enthusiastic for what is to come! 

      Part of that change has seen new faces, including our new director, Amanda Murphy who
joined us in January. Amanda hit the ground running and has done a tremendous job breathing
new life into an organization that was feeling a little fatigue from the pandemic. We have also
welcomed Brittany Sweet and Millicent-Ann Castillo to the clinical team alongside Rosetta and Jean,
working with our families on programming. They have been instrumental in beginning to rebuild
our programming, as we will once again be able to provide it in person.

           And, as part of the change we’ve seen, we are wishing a fond farewell to Rosetta Sowkey, our
resident development coordinator. Rosetta joined us in late 2019 and was instrumental in helping
our residents throughout the pandemic. It was a difficult time for everyone, but especially for
parents of young children, and the O3 community is so appreciative of Rosetta’s support through
this period. Best of luck Rosetta!

       An annual letter is not complete without an update on the building deficiencies, we are hopeful
this is the year we are able to start work on the new heating and hot water systems, as well as
address some of the normal wear and tear on a building that is 15+ years old. As well, our
fundraising committee is hard at work to fund renovations of our apartment units, looking to
replace aging flooring and cabinetry. 

         A warm thank you to the whole team who worked tirelessly at O3 this past year through a
period of change, with your commitment and hard work it allowed us to weather the challenges
facing our community, and to look forward to this new year optimistically.

          Finally, after having been a member of the Board of O3 for the last 10 years, I will be stepping
down from the Board but leaving it in good hands of a dedicated, diverse and talented group of
people. This organization is like the little engine that could, and it has been a privilege to have been
a part of it. I can’t wait to see what is to come!
    
           Thank you to all who contributed to the O3 community in 2021-22, your continued support
is fundamental in helping our community of young parents shape their lives and those of their
children.

                                                                Sincerely,     Christine Evans
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      As it has been for the rest of the world, this year has been a year of big changes and many
transitions for O3. We’re starting the new fiscal year with many new staff members, many
residents transitioning out of the program, and many new parents beginning their journey at O3. 

       Starting in this role in January, in the midst of the Omicron wave, was a challenge, but I
immediately felt welcomed and supported. It’s truly been a joy getting to know all the wonderful
families, staff members, board members, donors, supporters, members of the NDG community,
and everyone else who is a part of the O3 network. 
  
       Looking forward to the upcoming year, we’re excited to transition back fully to in-person
programming and to continue to implement the Theory of Change that was developed and
finalized during the pandemic. Over the next few months, both the board and the staff will
engage in visioning processes to make sure we’re moving forward together with a solid
foundation. We’re also busy dreaming up more ways for our residents to meaningfully
participate in decision making about the space and programming, and to continue to develop a
sense of belonging and community. 

       Finally, I would like to thank our various donors, sponsors and funders, many of whom came
to support us for the first time this year, and others who have continued or deepened their
commitment to O3. We could not have weathered the storm of the pandemic and its many
changes without the stability that this support has allowed us. We’re grateful and excited to have
been able to start on many initiatives during this past year, including expanding our mental
health programming and beginning our parenting attachment program. 

                                                                Sincerely,     Amanda Murphy
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The Staff
Amanda Murphy,

 Director
 

Rosetta Sowkey, 
Resident  Development

Coordinator
 

Jean S.Lama, 
Father Engagement Coordinator 

 
Judy Battista, 

Childcare Worker
 

Brittany Sweet,
 Parenting Attachment Program

Coordinator
 

Millicent-Ann Castillo,
Community Development

Coordinator 
 

Reyhane Khoushbin, 
Bookkeeper

 
Building Management by 

Services Gardère
 



Thank you to the
staff who have left

O3 this year 

Maria Ochoa
 

Barkley Cineus Jr.
 

Rosetta Sowkey
 

Ushana Houston
 
 

And finally a huge thank you to Ushana, our former Director. Her
vision, dedication and community spirit inspired so much growth and

development over her years at O3. She’s dearly missed by the
residents, but we’re excited to continue to collaborate with her in her

new position at ACDPN. 

Rosetta has been an amazing RDC who saw our residents through
some tough times and made sure they always had individualized

support, even during the most turbulent parts of the pandemic. She
has been a huge support during the recent staff transitions, and we’re

all grateful for her guidance and wish her the best of luck with her
private practice.

 

Maria was a caring and organized CDC who helped many of
our residents complete the application and move in

process. We wish her the best of luck with her recently
grown family! 

Barkley single handedly took on the difficult task of keeping our
buildings in good condition even through a tough, cold winter. The

residents always appreciated his gentle and kind presence even in the
face of a broken heater or a leaky faucet. We wish him best of luck

with his transport business.
 



The Board 
Christine Evans, President
Sharon Rossy, Vice-President 
Marilyn Rowell ,Vice-President 
Sissy Duong ,Treasurer 
Elizabeth McPhedran ,Secretary 
Clarinda Daley
Debbie Douglass
Jennifer Douglass 
Raeanne Francis
Joanna Kolb

Associate Board Members;
Sabi Hinkson 
Nora Jean-Baptiste  
Elizabeth Kabbash
Tina Pallotta
Krishna Patel
Ria Rombough
 

An extra special thank you to Christine Evans, Marilyn
Rowell and Sharon Rossy, who have each been O3
Board members for many years, and who will be
leaving the board this year. All three have made
invaluable contributions to the O3 community.



Where we came from

What we believe 

What we do 

O3 started as an initiative from
Maison Elizabeth House which
recognized a need in the community
for transitional housing for young
vulnerable mothers.  
It is a four building structure with 29-
unit apartments constructed with
the assistance of Société d‘habitation
du Québec, and the Office Municipal
d’habitation de Montréal to provide
rent subsidies for its residents. 
Buildings were officiall opened
December 2005. In 2012, O3 became
an independent organization with its
own charitable status and board of
directors. Today, O3 continues to
create a circle of support to young
families. 

We believe that strong family
systems are key to reaching
success. We support the
primary parent, co-parent and
the child to be able to leave
O3 Independently. 

O3 is a small non-profit
organization that offers support
services coupled with transitional
housing to young vulnerable
parents aged 16-30 years old with
at least one child 0-5 years old. 

Each family can stay for up to 5
years, during which time they
work on goals relating to mental
health, financial literacy,education
and career, parenting,healthy
relationships, and healthy living.  



Program Domains

Healthy
Living

Career &
Education

Mental Health

Financial Literacy

Parenting Skills

Healthy Relationships



Spotlight on program domain :

Parenting
      This year, we were thrilled to be able to start our Parenting Attachment
Program thanks to a grant from the Bell Let’s Talk Foundation.

          This program allows parents to learn the basics of what trauma is and how
it might affect their own mental health and their ability to bond with their
children. Through workshops and one-on-one sessions involving both parents
and children, this program strengthens parent-child attachment and helps
residents gain confident in their parenting skills. 

A word from Brittany, our Parenting Attachment Program  Coordinator

 I started at O3 this past December, and I am beyond grateful that
the team before me secured a grant (Bell Let's Talk) that enabled

my employment. 
 

In my role as Parenting Educator, I draw on my personal life
experiences and my background in drama therapy, play therapy

and theraplay in order to encourage and nourish attachment
through play. Play is the child's language, and children often

explore lifes themes through metaphor and symbolism. In my brief
6 months at O3, my focus has been on helping parents

understand the importance of play for their children and aiding
them in finding ways to join their child in this vibrant and creative

world. 
 
  I believe that play helps highlight the strengths of the parent child relationship and creates

moments of neurobiological safety - which is necessary in order to build secure attachment.
These moments of intentional connection offer micro moments of safety and attunement that

co-facilitate  which often gets hindered when one experiences developmental trauma. 
 

It is also important to understand that play is serious work for children. It is how they begin to
understand themselves and the world around them. I look forward to the coming years, learning

alongside parents the uniqueness of their child, as we enter into the wonderful world of play
together!

 



Spotlight on program domain :

Mental Health

     At O3, we recognize that stable mental health is key to success in other
domains, and we know that the pandemic has been an especially difficult time
for both parents of young children, and for youth. 

       Thanks to a grant from the Community Health and Social Services Network
(CHSSN) we were able to present a series of workshops demystifying the basics
of mental health and exploring coping strategies for common issues like
depression and anxiety. We were also able to provide space for residents to
voice their personal struggles and provide peer support through our Monday
coffee clubs. Despite being slightly derailed by the Omicron wave, which meant
we had to push starting some components of the project such as exercise
classes and guest speakers to next year, we’re proud to have fully integrated
this new domain into our programming this year. 

 Being at O3 has helped me a lot.
Having Amanda, Brittany and
Millicent a part of O3 has been a
truly beautiful experience. They
have been extremely attentive and
involved. Thank you
- Mother from O3

2022 has been full of challenges. I was  in
school full-time  and on January 27, I had to
stop going because  my daughter was
diagnosed with cancer. Living at 03 has
been helpful. They help me with mental
health and learn how to self-care. I wanted
to say thanks you to Amanda, Millicent and
Brittany for being there for all of us.
-Mother from 03
 

Words from our residents 



      At O3, we are working collaboratively with Residents to support them in
achieving their personal goals. One of the main philosophies is centered on
ensuring they are acquiring essential life skills. We are actively preparing them
for navigating the work environment, the fluidity of parenting and the
development of healthy relationships. Through the individual meetings,
programming and community engagement we encourage open discussions with
Residents. This space we create for them provides the opportunity to reflect on
their decisions and social engagement and how it will be applied in the future,
after moving on from O3.  

      I entered into the position of RDC with a background in Social Work and
Trauma Informed Care. Within the RDC role I work with the Residents to assist
them with developing goals they are actively working towards during their time
at O3. In the process of working so closely with the Residents I also assess their
needs overall and the emerging themes. We then work collaboratively to design
and facilitate programming and workshops or enlist external facilitators in order
to address the major needs. During the COVID pandemic the Residents and their
children experienced unique challenges with regards to online learning, the
accessibility of resources and the effects of isolation. It was during this time that
the staff at O3 became aware of the growing needs of the population we serve.
We are continuing to work towards supporting the Residents with reconnecting
and thriving on an individual level and within the O3 community. 

                                                         Sincerely,  Rosetta Sowkey

Resident Development
 Coordinator

Rosetta Sowkey



     At   O3, we believe that, wherever possible, it is important to support men in their journey to
fatherhood. This benefits the mother, the child and the family unit. When a father strengthens his
parenting skills and develops greater confidence in himself as a father, he is better able to support the
mother. The more time and attention a father devotes to his child, the faster the attachment between
them will develop.

       Studies have shown that Fathering helps children to take risks, show initiative in unusual
situations and overcome obstacles. These characteristics contribute to the child's identity and
eventual role in society. Similarly at O3, in working with fathers we advocate a cognitive-behavioural
approach, whereby we re-evaluate and become aware of negative automatic thoughts in the role of
parent, lover or co-parent and thus change the behaviour. We also use a humanistic approach to build
an environment of trust and security, so that fathers can develop and achieve their full potential.

       In my role as the Father Engagement Coordinator, I work with each father and co-parent in setting
up an individual action plan to meet a need that we have established together according to the
different domains at O3. Throughout the process "I do with them" , we also observe different themes
in our workshops, for example "Self-awareness" where fathers become aware of their needs, their
values, the problem of domestic violence, communication etc. I was privileged to be able to notice and
share with the participants. Some of the fathers, showed sensitivity in naming and expressing their
emotions and having an open mind. These men were able to positively influence the rest of their
peers by having leadership and being less anxious to connect with different organizations.

      Having been isolated for a long period of time or not having a routine group meeting follow-up
was a challenge for the resident and for me . I had to readjust by trying to meet the needs of the
participants as best as possible. Either through individual follow-ups every week when possible, phone
calls, I was able to set up "Between fathers", a workshop where residents could safely connect with
peers and me; an environment where they could exchange their daily frustrations, find solutions
together, talk about more sensitive subjects.

       I am proud and privileged to be able to help and be a tool in the development of healthy family
dynamics. O3 is an organization that takes into account the realities of our families and with this in
mind, it allows us to create a bond of trust from the start to better intervene in the acquisition of skills
that will be beneficial to the well-being of the child and the family.
 

                                                           Sincerely,    Jean Souakoly Lama
 

Father Engagement 
Coordinator

Jean Lama



       The world has been shifting and so I followed and landed at O3 and I am so
fortunate!  I began just about a few months ago and have been welcomed by
everyone with open arms. I am beyond grateful to be able to share my passion
for community with O3 and grow alongside my new team but specially our
young families. To engage with residents coming out of a pandemic will
definitely be a challenge I am looking forward to pursue. I hope to provide fun
workshops and bring engaging activities that will help our young families
become independent once they leave O3.  

        My work as the CDC is to guide new families into O3 and support them
along the way. I  also provide a hand to residents who want to further their
education,  find a new career path and who want  to work on their financial
goals. Most importantly, I wish to bring forth the emphasis of mental health as
an important part of their daily lives.   

        So far, I have had the pleasure of cooking with families through Collective
Kitchen & Howard, attending small BBQs and aiding in our food security
program. I am currently working on a gardening  project with facilitators and a
trip to Jardins Lakou with the help of Barbara who is our in-house gardener.  In
all this work, I aspire to provide care, attention and compassion. 
There will be more to come, this is just the beginning!   

                                                               Sincerely, Millicent-Ann Castillo

A small word from
the new Community

Development
Coordinator



Childcare Coordinator
Judy Battista

       This past year has been another challenging for childcare. It was a challenge to stay
connected throughout this time due to the uncertainty and new variants of Covid-19
programming was disrupted again from December 2021 until March 2022. 
Thank goodness we were able to spend a lot of time outside last summer and create
some great memories and time spent reconnecting. I was able to provide some outdoor
activities and The Summer Fun program had its second session and I was able to take
small groups to the park and water park throughout the summer months. We also had
an amazing outing to Parks Safari which all the families participated and had an
amazing time! 

        The fall months were slow to start but I provided respite for moms who were being
provided with online tutoring and needed extra time for studying. 
In March there was a Tuesday night program that lasted 9 weeks provided by ACDPN
and I provided the childcare while the moms did online sessions. 
Programming also started to pick up in the spring with Brittany’s and Jean’s
programming and collective kitchen and yoga and childcare is provided! 
Looking forward to another year of exploring and creative play and lots of sweet
moments! 
 

                                                                                           Sincerely, Judy Battista 



Thank You
To Our Donors and

Funders! 
A very special thank you to

for their help with our comedy show fundraiser 

and to productions

 
 

And to everyone else who made a private donation this year! Your
contributions are greatly valued and we are so thankful for your support.

 
 

Atrium Innovations
Brian and Alida Rossy Family Foundation
Cookie and Larry Rossy Foundation
Gabriel Rossy Memorial Foundation
McConnell Foundation
Rita LaFramboise Estate

 

Mark Sherman
Ian Maclean
Joey Elias 
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